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“ The struggle you’ re in today is developing the
strength you need for tomorrow “

- Robert Tew



We are so excited! We have missed everyone so much! Our staff have

been busy preparing school so that it is safe, colorful and welcoming

for you.

We are extremely proud of how resilient and positive our children

have been throughout the unprecedented period of lockdown. From

coping with school closure and the absence of dear friends to

migrating into the world of online school, the children have, without

exception, embraced every stage with an impressive attitude.

It is wonderful to start welcoming children back to school. Everyone

is excited to be back, including the teachers. The playground is once

again alive with the sounds of children laughing and chattering.

We take this opportunity to thank the parents for their tremendous

support and understanding during this time. We promise an academic

environment that is conducive to learning and achievement for our

students as an all-rounded personality as we venture forward to

reinvent our learning for our students and extend support to our

teachers and staff.

Welcome



THEMATIC 
ASSEMBLIES

CLASS 1 & 2



NATIONAL PET DAY

National Pet Day is April 11, although if you’re a pet owner, you
know there’s not a day that goes by that you don’t celebrate your
animal companion! So hug your hedgehog, bond with your bunny,
and cut your kitty some catnip! That critter makes you happy —
and that’s not all. Over the past 10 years, the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) has been a partner in research to determine the
physical and mental benefits of having a pet. Children of Class 1
shared their thought and ideas how to take care of their pet and
also it was an eye opener assembly for their friends that how an
animal should be treated and love them with loads of care which
was an outstanding performance by our little kiddos.





THEMATIC 

ASSEMBLIES

CLASS 3,4 &5



Good seasons start with good beginnings.

A good start is not a tiny thing although it starts with little things. This
academic year started with a general assembly. Assembly helps students to
develop a feeling of affiliation and unity. It helps them to share their
experiences, stories, anecdotes with others. Students were given chances to
speak on their hobbies, passion, and dreams. It provides training in good
social behavior desired in public life. It facilitates moral and religious
development of students. This assembly served as a tool of great motivation
and learning. Students got gearedup to welcomethe new academic year.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY



We can judge the heart of a man by his treatment of animals. 

Pets are humanizing. They remind us we have an obligation and responsibility 
to preserveand nurtureand care for all life.– James Cromwell.

National Pet Day is marked every year on 11 April around the world and it
celebrates the presence of pets in an individuals life. National Pet Day was
celebrated in school to make the students recognize the love and joy that
animals bring to our lives. Students were given chances to speak about their
love for animals. They enjoyed the assembly by doing a mask of their pet
animals. National Pet Day celebrates the joy that pets bring into people’s lives
and encourages people to help reduce the number of animals in shelters.
Bringing humans and animals togetherhelps makethe world a betterplace.

NATIONAL PET DAY





THEMATIC 

ASSEMBLIES

CLASS 6, 7 &8



Good endeavors start with good beginnings.

A Good start is not a trivial notion although it starts with little things.

This academic year started with a general assembly. Assembly helps

students to develop a feeling of affiliation, discipline and unity. It helps

them to share their experiences, stories, anecdotes with others, which

reforms them as orators and narrators. Students were given chances to

speak on their hobbies, passion, aspiration and dreams. It educates

students with good social behavior, a desired requisite in public life. It

also facilitates moral and religious development of students. This

assembly served as a tool of great motivation and learning. Students

got geared up to welcome the new academic year.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY





“Time and health are two precious assets that we don't recognize
and appreciate until they have been depleted.” 

•World Health Day is celebrated every year on 7 April to
commemorate the anniversary of the founding of the World Health
Organization (WHO) in 1948.

•In 1948, the First World Health Assembly called for the creation of a
World Health Day to mark the founding of WHO. Since 1950, World
Health Day has been celebrated every year on 7 April with a different
theme. Each theme reflects a priority area of current concern to WHO.

•The Assembly decided to celebrate 7 April of each year, with effect
from 1950, as the World Health Day. The World Health Day is held to
mark WHO's founding and is seen as an opportunity by the
organization to draw worldwide attention to a subject of major
importance to global health each year.

•The students were given chances to speak about the significance and
importance of the ‘WORLD HEALTH DAY’.

•The students were also asked to say few interesting facts on good
health and share their views on how to value and maintain good
health.

WORLD HEALTH DAY











NATIONAL SAFE MOTHERHOOD DAY

“Motherhood is a best journey, it is struggle of life, it is 

challenge of life, make it beautiful with care of Mother.”

• National Safe Motherhood Day is observed every year on April 11 as a

day to raise awareness about adequate access to care during

pregnancy, childbirth, and postnatal period.

 The day also marks the birth anniversary of Kasturba Gandhi, wife of

the father of the Nation Mohan Das Karam Chand Gandhi. In 2003,

upon the initiative of the White Ribbon Alliance, the Government of

India declared the national safe motherhood day to be held on April

11.

 So, each year, we celebrate National Safe Motherhood Day, an

initiative of the White Ribbon Alliance India (WRAI) to ensure that

pregnant women, new mothers and their families have access to

proper prenatal and postnatal care.

 The students were made to speak on the importance and significance

of motherhood. They were also made to understand the importance

of prenatal care and postnatal care.



NATIONAL SAFE MOTHERHOOD DAY



NATIONAL SAFE MOTHERHOOD DAY



NATIONAL SAFE MOTHERHOOD DAY



"Tourism carries tremendous potential that must be acknowledged as

essential for the future of world heritage.

Our rich and varied cultural heritage has a profound power to help build our 

nation.”

 World Heritage Day encourages us to celebrate all the world's cultures,

and to bring awareness to important cultural monuments and sites, and

to espouse the importance of preservingthe world's cultures.

 The aim is to promote awareness about the cultural heritage and

diversity on the planet.

 Heritage Day was first celebrated on September 24, 1995. Archbishop

emeritus Desmond Tutu used the term “rainbow nation” to describe

South Africa's diverse cultures, customs, traditions, histories, and

languages.HeritageDay is a celebration of this variety.

 The students were asked to say a few interesting quotes on heritage and

culture, a few students were asked to speak about the importance and

significance of ‘WORLD HERITAGE DAY.’ A few students were asked to

narrate about the significance of the important monuments and their

history.

WORLD HERITAGE DAY



WORLD HERITAGE DAY



WORLD HERITAGE DAY



WORLD HERITAGE DAY



THEMATIC 

ASSEMBLIES
CLASS 9, 10 & 12



Homeopathy might be slow but it is still sweet and sure. 
Happy World Homeopathy Day!

World Homeopathy Day is observed every year on April 10 to spread
awareness about homoeopathy and its contribution to the world of
medicine. The day is also celebrated to commemorate the birth
anniversary of
Dr Christian Friedrich Samuel Hahnemann. Hahnemann, born in Paris
in 1755, founded this branch of medicine and is considered the father
of Homeopathy. This year, the theme for World Homeopathy Day 2022
in India is ‘People’s Choice for Wellness.’ The theme, like every year, is
decided by the Ministry of AYUSH. On this day, a documentary made
on Homeopathy, its benefits, and its contribution to medicine, will be
released. In order to mark the significance of the day, San Academy,
Kamakoti Nagar observed World Homeopathy Day on 4th April,2022 to
raise awareness among people about the benefits of what is touted as
the pseudoscientific system of alternative medicine. Students of class
9-11 gave speech, took part in Group discussion and poster making
competitions reflecting on the theme “People’s Choice for Wellness”
The main objective of this assembly is to make aware of the students
the various aspect of homeopathy treatment and benefits.

World Homeopathy Day



World Homeopathy Day



NATIONAL SAFE MOTHERHOOD DAY

There are so many unborn children that could be saved by providing
safe motherhood to the would-be moms. Warm wishes on National
Safe Motherhood Day to you.

National Safe Motherhood Day 2022: Safe Motherhood guarantees
that all mothers receive the care they need to be safe and healthy
throughout pregnancy and childbirth. So, each year, we celebrate
National Safe Motherhood Day, an initiative of the White Ribbon
Alliance India (WRAI) to ensure that pregnant women, new mothers
and their families have access to proper prenatal and postnatal care.
In 2003, the Indian government designated the day of Kasturba
Gandhi’s birthday, April 11, as National Safe Motherhood Day in
response to the proposal of WRAI.
San Academy Kamakoti Nagar observed this day as an awareness
day youngsters and new mother in order to reduce mortality and
morbidity related to pregnancy and childbirth. Students of Class 9-
12 for that reason, talked about woman’s diet during pregnancy,
things the mother need to do for the healthy growth of the foetus,
how to maintain mother’s health, physical and mental strength.
They made a diet chart and explained the six basic nutrients:
proteins, carbohydrates, fats, vitamins, minerals (mainly calcium
and iron), and water. Hence, to assure the safety and health of all
women during pregnancy and delivery, it is mandatory to empower
“safemotherhood".





Good veterinarians talk to animals. Great veterinarians hear them talk
back. Some superheroes don’t wear capes. They are called
veterinarians. Happy World Veterinary Day!

World Veterinary Day is observed on 18th April,2022 in San Academy
Kamakoti Nagar. The day highlights the work and duties veterinarians
have towards the society and the responsibilities they shoulder at a
local, national and international level. The challenges they face in
their day-to-day work and their contribution to the benefit of the
global society. The theme of World Veterinary Day, 2022 is
“Strengthening Veterinary Resilience”. World Veterinary Day also
highlights the importance of veterinarians in maintaining animal
welfare worldwide. To commemorate the dedication and support
rendered by the veterinarians during the pandemic, Students od class
9-12 honoured the veterinarians by their speech- listing in details all
vital contributions they made in fields like research, diagnostics,
communication, materialdonation and many others.

WORLD VETERINARY DAY





WORLD DAY FOR SAFETY&HEALTH AT WORK

Work safely today. Remember, somebody expects you home 

tonight.

World Day for Safety and Health at Work 2020: It is observed on 28

April and promotes the prevention of occupational accidents and

diseases across the world. San Academy Kamakoti Nagar observed

to promote safety and health in the workplace, and for those who

have died from work-related injury or illness at the workplace,

Worker's Memorial Day honours them. Students of class 9-12 had a

Group Discussion on the importance to maintain healthy standards

at the workplace, how to avoid any kind of mishappening, work-

related injury, etc. This created awareness among the students This

special assembly was basically, an awareness-raising campaign that

focuses global attention on emerging trends in the field of

occupational safety and health.





ACTIVITIES



Class 9 and 10 are considered the foundations for the
concepts that are dealt with in class 11 and 12. A
strong and stable foundation needs to be created to
help the students build towards their academic
dreams. The Foundation Course for Class 9 & 10 was
proposed by Learning Room to San Academy.
Learning Room conducted a scholarship test for all
students of classes 9 & 10 (batch
of 2022-23) followed by an orientation programme on
the 9th of April 2022. Orientation program included
giving out details of the course , its benefits , how the
course is unique in nature and discussing Q&A with
parents.
The team of Learning Room headed by Mr. Raghav
(Founder & CEO) and Ms. Akhila (Co-Founder & CMO)
was there at San Academy to conduct this event.

Foundation Course



Foundation Course



The team from Learning Room conducted Magic of Science
workshop on the 17th of April, 2022 at San Academy, Kamakoti
Nagar for classes 9 A, B and C. Introduction, purpose and benefits
were discussed with students which built a sense of trust and
curiosity among them.

The workshop consisted of experiments designed using day-to-day
objects and were based on textbook concepts of Physics and
Chemistry. First the students were shown some pictures of real-life
applications of a concept and asked if they knew about the concept
it was based on.

Then the teachers gave a brief explanation about the concept and an
experiment based on the same was performed. The students were
encouraged to participate in the experiments, to give them a hands-
on learning experience. After the experiment was conducted,
reasoning and theory of application was discussed with students.
The session was very interactive and students were comfortable with
asking questions and getting their doubts cleared by the Learning
Room team.

Science workshop



Science workshop



Congratulations!! Our students of Class 8 ,9 & 10 was
awarded for performing 22 asanas in 2 min in the Talent 
Hunt 2022 organized by Indian Events.

San Yogis



Students of Class 12 participated in the Global Education Fair 
organized by Vaels International School. Our students came to 

know about the opportunities available to study abroad.

Sanites secure their future with global 
education



Our students of class 6,7 & 8 took part in the friendly match 
conducted by our San Academy Velachery branch.



San Academy Kamakoti Nagar is happy that our students got 
an opportunity to perform a classical dance performance in 

the Thiruvannamalai Annamalaiyar temple.

Dancers are the athletes of god



Our Beloved principal and our lovable teachers 
participated in the Mega Thiruvathirai Dance organized by 
the Sath Sangamam , Chennai on the occasion of Vishu.

Not only students, our teachers too…..



STAR OF THE  
MONTH



STAR OF THE MONTH

B . Sai Siddharth Singh of 9 C has been awarded the 
National Most Talented kid by the Navbharat Rashtriya 
Gyanpeeth, Pune for his outstanding performance in 

various competitions.



Adarsh Prasanth of class 9 secured 
second position in kids online Word 

Search Competition .

STAR OF THE MONTH



Advik Prasanth of Class 3 ranked second place in 
Word search competition.

STARS OF THE MONTH

Advik Prasanth of Class 3 received Gold medal in the 
Indian Spelling Bee Competition.



Advik Prasanth of Class 3 received Gold medal in the 
Indian Spelling Bee Competition.

STARS OF THE MONTH



THANK  
YOU


